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per quarter, a bounty of 53. per quarter was paid on export;
on the other hand, export was forbidden when it sold for
443. per quarter, and import was allowed on easy terms
when the price reached 545. per quarter. But 1792 was the
last year in which England was able to export any appreciable
quantity, and, as the war continued, importation became
more and more necessary. Bad harvests were followed
by bread riots in 1795, and the appointment of a Committee
of Enquiry by Pitt. In 1800 the price rose to io6s. per
quarter and the use of corn in distillery and the manufacture
of starch was prohibited. Prices were lower from 1802 to
1808, falling to as little as 515. in 1803; but by 1810 they
had risen sharply to n6s. per quarter. Two years later
wheat sold at 1303., only to fall to 753. in 1813, a year of
plenty. In that year the importation of corn when the
price was less than 1035, per quarter was forbidden; expor-
tation was allowed when it sold at 905. These were, more-
over, times of financial stress, and in 1810 there were 237
bankruptcies, three times the normal number,1 and in 1812
the cost of poor relief amounted to £6,500,000.2
The Continental System inflicted great hardship on The effect of
England, Napoleon's Decrees and Great Britain's retaliatory
measures both contributing to her injury. British exports
fell from nearly £41,000,000 in 1806 to £37,250,000 in i8o8,3
and the shipping cleared in English ports during the same
time from 2,054,000 tons to 1,654,000 tons.4 The outlook
for England would have been serious in the extreme had
not Napoleon's attack on Spain opportunely opened the
markets of Spanish South America to her. This piece of
fortune raised exports in 1809 to nearly £47,500,000, and
in 1810 to £48,5oo,ooo»5 and the amount of shipping cleared
to 2,230,000 tons and 2,762,000 tons respectively.6 The
tendency to exploit this new market excessively produced a
surfeit there and a consequent reaction in 1811.
1	Camb. Mod, Hist., vol. ix., p. 372.
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